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Chamberlain garage door installation manual

Forget that nice automatic door -- you want to install a manual garage door. While you may be the only person on your block to have a manual door, there are a few reasons why having one isn't that bad and why this less affordable option refused to exercise. The main reason for their popularity is that
they are often safer. In addition, they are much easier to install - and repair, since there are not too many parts involved - than automatic garage doors. If you have an essential and non-insulated steel garage door, then you are a perfect candidate for a manual garage door. To install, all you need to do is
secure the door with a torsion spring system. This type of installation generally requires only a drill, its tips, a hexagonal key and an open wrench. Installation instructions probably vary, but the basics generally go this way: attach the flag bracket and horizontal angle and connect them to the jamb. Connect
the torsion tanks and springs and place them in each bracket. After measuring the length of the spring release, tighten the screws to the torsion tube. Fix the left side drum and then the right side drum. Attach the pipe retainer and wrap the spring [source: Clopaydoor]. These are the most basic
instructions, but they give you an idea of the steps needed to install a manual garage door. If you're looking for the convenience of an engine, read on to find out how to install an automatic garage door.
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